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Who Should Use This Manual

This manual is intended for users of the Leaf DP-67 application on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). It explains how to use the software on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) in conjunction with photographic equipment. A familiarity with the Leaf Capture V8 application is necessary for a full understanding of the contents of this user guide.

To use this manual, you should:

• Be familiar with the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) operating system (Pocket PC 2002 or higher).

• Have a working knowledge of Leaf Capture V8 and be familiar with the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

This manual assumes that:

• All the hardware and software are installed, configured, and operating correctly according to the Leaf Valeo Installation Guide and other Leaf documentation provided with your Leaf equipment.
Conventions Used in This Manual

This section describes the terminology and symbols used in this manual.

Terminology

Click
Place the mouse pointer over the specified option or button, and then press and release the left mouse button.

Double-click
Place the mouse pointer over the specified option or button, and then quickly press and release the left mouse button twice.

Stylus
The instrument used to tap the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) screen.

Tap
Touch the screen with the stylus.

Drag
When used in reference to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ): Press the stylus on the screen, move it across the screen.

Enter
Type the information, and then press the ENTER or RETURN key.

Point
Position the mouse pointer over a submenu or menu command. For example, point to the File menu.

Press
When used in reference to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ): Hold the stylus on the screen (for example, to open a menu).

When used in reference to a keyboard: Press the specified key or key combination on your keyboard. For example, press CTRL+ALT+DEL.

Right-click
Place the mouse pointer over an area of the application window, and then press and release the right mouse button to display the shortcut menu. For more information about using shortcut menus, see your Windows documentation.
Select

*When used in reference to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ):* Tap the stylus on the specified option.

*When used in reference to a keyboard:* Place the mouse pointer over the check box for the specified option, and then click the left mouse button so that an X or check mark appears in the check box.

Or:

Place the mouse pointer over the specified box or button, and then click the left mouse button.

Type

Type the information. Do not press the ENTER or RETURN key.

Symbols

**Note:** A note provides additional information that you may need to consider.

**Tip:** This symbol indicates information that can help you perform a task more quickly or easily.

This symbol indicates a procedure.

The reference symbol indicates that related information on the topic is available in another document.

**Important:** This symbol indicates things that may cause process delays or reduce functionality, reliability, or quality.

For More Information
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The Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) and application, together with your Leaf Valeo digital camera back, enable you to work without being connected to a host computer—thus giving you the freedom of portability. And with the latest Bluetooth® technology, the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) can communicate remotely with the Leaf Valeo digital camera back, offering you even more freedom of movement.

The advantages of large storage space for your images and full control over the capture process are maintained by the Leaf Digital Magazine and Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) display and control devices.

If you have been using a consumer digital camera until now, the initial transition to photography with the Leaf DP-67 involves a little effort but there is immediate gain for the professional photographer. Significant differences between the consumer digital camera and Leaf DP-67 distinguish Leaf DP-67 as the professional tool—and one you will enjoy using.

This brief introduction will familiarize you with Leaf DP-67 and start you on an enjoyable digital route to professional photography—in any location.

**Shooting on the Move: Improving the Workflow**

There are several identifiable stages in today’s professional photographic project, as described in the following section: (1) Capture, (2) Develop, (3) Review and Select, and (4) Output for Print.

For detailed information about shooting stages when shooting analog or digital, see *From Analog to Digital: Improving the Workflow, Leaf Capture V8 User Guide*.

With Leaf DP-67, these steps can be carried out quickly and effectively, as described below:

1. Capture

   Photograph the subject. To verify composition, use the instantaneous, full-screen digital preview on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). The shot is saved directly to the Leaf Digital Magazine.
2. Develop

The image is developed immediately with digital image processing. You can zoom in to 1:1 detail to verify focus. Examine and correct exposure and gray balance using familiar tools from Leaf Capture V8. The stylus and pressure-sensitive screen of the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) make use of the Leaf DP-67 application quick and easy.

Optional Step—Continuous Capture

At this stage, it is possible to disconnect the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) and shoot rapidly, storing images in the Leaf Digital Magazine's internal memory. The Leaf Digital Magazine can store a large quantity of shots, the exact amount depending upon the resolution of the Leaf digital camera back.

3. Review and Select

At any time during or after the session, reconnect the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) and examine the shots in the digital display. Consult other participants in the shoot by letting them view captures on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). Manage your image files—mark images as Good or Not Good, sort, annotate, change a file name, or delete.

4. Output for Print

Simply plug in the Leaf Digital Magazine to the FireWire port of your host computer and open the images in Leaf Contact Sheet or Leaf Capture V8. Process images as you would host-captured images.

Detailed Leaf DP-67 Application Workflow

The following is a more detailed examination of each stage of the Leaf DP-67 workflow:

1. Preliminary Step: Arrange for Portable

Before you start a shooting sequence, set up the Leaf Digital Magazine with the preferred data that makes captures made with Leaf DP-67 compatible with your work on the host computer. Attach the Leaf Digital Magazine to the FireWire port and select **Arrange For Portable** in the main menu of Leaf Capture V8.
2. Shoot Setup: Subject and Lighting
   To begin shooting with a Leaf digital camera back and Leaf DP-67, select a Shoot Setup in the Leaf DP-67 application that is suitable for the shoot conditions, and start taking pictures.

   You can use the Leaf DP-67 as your display and control device in order to verify and correct shoot setup parameters such as Exposure or Gray Balance. On the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ), you can conveniently enlarge the image to the size of a typical Polaroid print. The stylus and pressure-sensitive screen make interaction with the Leaf DP-67 application quick and easy.

3. Exposure
   You can check exposure with the familiar exposure tools of Leaf Capture V8:
   - **Auto Meter**—Indicates if your exposure is on, near, or off target, and by how much (in f-stops).
   - **Histogram**—Enables you to quantitatively assess your image in terms of exposure to verify that your shots are correctly exposed.
   - **Spot tool sample**—Enables you to select a specific point in the 1:1 image or in the full frame, and read its relative exposure level.
   - **Show Over/Show Under**—Tools which enable you to view the over-exposed and under-exposed areas of an image.

4. Gray Balance
   The Gray Balance function allows you to select a gray point in the image then apply it to subsequent shots. Alternatively, you can use one of the default gray balance settings. If you want to use a gray card at a distance, zoom in to 1:1, then select a point on the card.

5. Composition and Focus
   If you know the frame proportion for your final images, you can select an output size frame in the **Output Size** function and locate it on the image. This helps to verify correct composition. Check depth of field, zoom in to 1:1, and examine details in any part of the image.
6. Other Shoot Setup Parameters

You can change other Shoot Setup parameters such as Input Profile, Sharp Table, and ISO Rating in the Leaf DP-67 application, as you would in Leaf Capture V8.

Familiar Develop Curves for different image brightness and contrast are available. You can specify low contrast or high contrast "film" to match scene requirements.

7. Shooting

After setting the exposure, gray balance, output size, and other shoot setup parameters, you can disconnect the Leaf DP-67 display so that you can concentrate on your subjects and what’s in the viewfinder. Alternatively, you can keep the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) connected and use it, as needed, to verify images you capture. If storage space or battery power runs low, the Leaf DP-67 application gives you ample warning.

8. Review and Select

After you have captured a series of images, you may want to review them in order to select good images or discard poor ones. There are 1-View, 4-View, and 9-View image displays. Mark and annotate image files in the 1-View, 4-View, 9-View, or List view using the stylus on the pressure sensitive screen. Discard poor images to free up storage space and to save time when transferring files to the host computer for output. The Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) can also be passed to other shoot participants for viewing.

9. Return to Leaf Capture for Output

Disconnect the Leaf Digital Magazine from the Leaf digital camera back and connect it to the FireWire port of your host computer. Immediately, you can view images in Leaf Contact Sheet, open them in Leaf Capture V8, or process them with the Leaf Batch Processor application. Copy over image files and delete the originals from the Leaf Digital Magazine in preparation for the next shooting session. Transfer speed is that of the host computer, which is very much faster than the speed of compact storage used by other digital cameras and camera backs.
10. Enhance and Output for Print

Use the powerful tools available in Leaf Capture V8 to enhance and output your images.

For more information about the enhancement and output of images, see the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.
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Arrange For Portable

To access Arrange for Portable:
1. Open Leaf Capture V8 (version 8.0.1 or higher).
2. From the main menu, select Arrange>For Portable.
   The Arrange for Portable window opens. In the Arrange for Portable windows, you can copy shoot setups and other tables to the Leaf Digital Magazine for use when you work portably with the Leaf DP-67 application.

To arrange the Leaf Digital Magazine:
1. Connect the FireWire cable from the Leaf Digital Magazine to the Macintosh computer.
2. The Leaf Digital Magazine disk icons appear on the desktop:
   • Leaf DM SYS—This Leaf Digital Magazine disk contains all of the parameters needed for work with the Leaf Digital Magazine and camera.
   • Leaf DM—All images captured portably are saved to one of the Leaf Digital Magazine disk(s).
3. Double-click the Leaf Capture V8 application icon.
   The application starts.
4. On the main menu, select Arrange>For Portable.
   The Portable Settings dialog box appears.
5. Select a digital back from the Digital Back list.
6. Select a camera type from the **Camera Type** list.

7. Click **OK**.

The Arrange For Portable - Shoot Setup window opens.

In the Arrange For Portable windows, you can copy shoot setups and/or other tables from Leaf Capture V8 to the Leaf Digital Magazine for use with the portable kit.

The first time you use Arrange For Portable, all of the factory tables that suit the camera type and Leaf digital camera back you have selected appear in the Leaf Capture list and are copied automatically to the Digital Magazine list. Custom tables can be copied from the Leaf Capture list to the Digital Magazine list.

**Note:** The shoot setup that is bold in the **Digital Magazine** list is the default shoot setup used for the next shoot.

**To use Arrange For Portable automatically:**

- Click the **Finish** button.

  All default settings are automatically copied from the **Leaf Capture** list to the **Digital Magazine** list and the window closes.
To copy a Shoot Setup from the Leaf Capture list to the Digital Magazine list:

When you copy a Shoot Setup, you are copying all of the tables in that Shoot Setup.

1. In the Arrange For Portable window, select a table in the Leaf Capture list.
2. Click the Copy To button.

   The table is copied to the Digital Magazine list.

Note: In the Shoot Setup window, you cannot leave the Digital Magazine list empty. If the Digital Magazine list is empty, the Next and Finish buttons are unavailable.

To set a default shoot setup:

1. From the Digital Magazine list, select the shoot setup you want to assign as the default.
2. Click the Set Default button.

   The selected shoot setup is bold in the Digital Magazine list. This shoot setup is the default for the next shoot.

   Custom or factory shoot setups can be designated as the default shoot setup. This is useful when you want to shoot without being attached to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ).

Notes:
A default shoot setup is selected automatically. It changes only when you set the default shoot setup using the Set Default button.

If you select a default shoot setup, you can shoot after connecting to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) or you can shoot without being connected.

To remove a shoot setup from the Digital Magazine list:

1. In the Arrange For Portable window, select a table in the Digital Magazine list.
2. Click the Remove button.

   The table is removed from the Digital Magazine list.

If you want to copy custom tables or tables not included in the shoot setup, you must do so in each of the relevant Arrange For Portable windows.
The Arrange For Portable windows that follow the Arrange For Portable - Shoot Setup window are:

- Gray Balance
- Develop Curve
- Output Size
- Sharp
- ICC Profile

To copy custom tables:

1. In the Leaf Capture list, select the custom tables you want to copy to the Digital Magazine list.
2. Click the Copy To button.
   The custom tables are copied to the Digital Magazine list.
3. Click the Next and Prev buttons to move from one Arrange For Portable window to another and revise your selections, as required.
4. Click the Finish button to save and close all Arrange For Portable settings.

A message appears informing you that Arrange For Portable was successfully completed.

To remove tables from the Digital Magazine list:

1. In the Arrange For Portable window, select a table in the Digital Magazine list.
2. Click the Remove button.
   The table is removed from the Digital Magazine list.

Notes:

In the Arrange For Portable windows, a table is unavailable if it is a table that is required as part of a shoot setup that appears in the Digital Magazine list. Unavailable tables cannot be removed from the list.

If a table in the Leaf Capture list also appears in the Digital Magazine list, it cannot be copied from the Leaf Capture list to the Digital Magazine list.

If you want to cancel the settings in the Arrange For Portable window(s), click Cancel. All changes are cancelled and the Arrange For Portable window closes. A message appears informing you that the settings are cancelled.
Starting the Leaf DP-67 Application

After you turn on the Portable kit and connect the Leaf Valeo digital camera back to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ), start the Leaf DP-67 application.

**Important:** There are two transport methods: Serial and Bluetooth. Before starting the Leaf DP-67 application, review the section *Transport* on page 53.

**To start the Leaf DP-67 application:**

- From the home screen menu, tap **Leaf DP-67**.
The Leaf DP-67 synchronizing status message appears over the following display:
If there are no images on the Leaf Digital Magazine, the following display appears:

![Image showing an empty display with "No Image" and "Leaf" text]

If there are images in the Shooting Folder, the last captured image is displayed:

![Image showing a captured image with "Image007.jpg" and "Leaf DP-67" text]
Capturing

You can shoot while either connected or not connected to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). You can display images as you capture, in either 1-View or full-screen view.

Single Shot

When you shoot a single shot in 1-View, first a low resolution image with a histogram appear. After a short delay, the Leaf status icon stops moving, a high resolution image appears, and all functions in the functions area become available.

When you shoot a single shot in full-screen view, images appear in 1-View size and then in full-screen size.

Rapid Shooting (Burst)

When you are rapid shooting in 1-View, the last capture in the burst series is displayed as a low resolution image. After a short delay, the Leaf status icon stops moving, a high resolution image appears, and all functions in the functions area become available.

When you are rapid shooting in full-screen view, the last image in the burst series appears in 1-View size and then in full-screen size.

Note: If you capture images while not connected to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ), you can connect afterwards to review them.
You can review images in any of the views while the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) is connected or disconnected. You can scroll using the **Prev/Next** buttons or the Navigator button on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) (see page 16).

With the **Prev/Next** button, in 1-View or full-screen view you can move from image to image within a folder and in the multiple views from page to page within a folder.

With the left/right controls on the Navigator button, in 1-View, full-screen view, multiple-views, you can move from image to image within a folder.

For more information about the **Prev/Next** buttons, see **Prev/Next** on page 65 and for more information about the Navigator button on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ), see **Reviewing** on page 16.

If the Leaf digital camera back is connected when you review images, all functions are available.

If the Leaf digital camera back is disconnected when you review images, only the **Close**, **Prev/Next** buttons, **View**, **Sort**, **Show**, and the Navigator buttons on the Leaf DP-67 iPAQ are available.

**Tip:** You can also download images directly from the Leaf Digital Magazine to a host computer on which Leaf Capture V8, Leaf Contact Sheet, and/or Leaf Batch Processor are installed.

**To scroll with the Navigator button:**
- Press the left control on the Navigator button to scroll backwards.
- Press the right control on the Navigator button to scroll forward.
Leaf DP-67 Views

This section describes the Leaf DP-67 views on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). There are four types of views in the Leaf DP-67 application.

1-View
Full-screen View

single image display

Multi-views

multi-image display (4-View or 9-View)

functions area (Notes only)

command and status bar
List View

- list display
- functions area (Notes only)
- command and status bar
1-View
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Introduction to 1-View

1-View is the default view. After every capture, 1-View is displayed (regardless of which display you may have last selected in the View menu).

System Bar

The system bar displays information related to the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) system (such as time and sound), gives you access to the operating system menu, as well as information related to the Leaf DP-67 application (the Leaf status icon, application name, and the Close icon). The system bar is always displayed except in full-screen view.

Leaf Status Icon

The Leaf status icon indicates that the system is performing a task. For example, the Leaf status icon on the system bar moves when images are being processed. When the Leaf status icon stops moving, the images have been processed.
Close Icon

To close the application:

➢ On the system bar, tap the Close icon.

Notes:

The Close icon is always available except in full-screen view.
The last image that was captured is displayed when you reactivate the application.

Display Area

In the default 1-View display area, you can view a full image or an image at a 1:1 zoom ratio. The display area can be enlarged to the size of the full screen.

vertical display

horizontal display
Chapter 3 – 1-View

1-View (default)

full-screen view

1-View zoom

full-screen zoom
Functions Toolbar

The functions toolbar includes the Color/B&W, Orientation, and Zoom buttons.

Color/B&W Button

From the Color/B&W button menu, you can select either color or black and white for your next image capture.

For more information about Color and B&W, see the Color or B/W button, Chapter 2, Main Toolbar, in the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

Orientation Button

From the Orientation button menu, select Auto-orientation or the orientation which corresponds to the orientation of the Leaf digital camera back sensor, and thus your next image.

If you select Auto-orientation, the application automatically determines the orientation of the digital camera back and displays all subsequent captures according to this orientation.

If you select an orientation from the list, the three orientations are: Portrait CW, Portrait CCW, and Landscape.

For more information about Orientation, see Orientation button, Chapter 2, Main Toolbar, page 25 in the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.
Zoom Button

**To zoom in:**
1. Tap the **Zoom** button.
2. Tap the image.
   The image is displayed at a 1:1 zoom ratio.

**To zoom out:**
- Tap the **Zoom** button.
  The image display returns to the default.

**To view an image full screen:**
- Double-tap the image.

  **Note:** You can expand the view to full screen from either the 1-View display or from a zoom.

**To return to the 1-View display:**
- Tap the image.

  **Tip:** You can use all functions in the functions menu on an image in a zoom display. Functions, such as **Gray Balance**, are more easily applied when the image is displayed in zoom.
Functions Menu

There are five functions in the functions menu:

- Exposure
- Gray Balance
- Develop Curve
- Output Size
- Notes

**Note:** On the functions menu, some of the function names appear in a shortened form (specifically, Gray Balance appears as Gray and Develop Curve appears as Develop). If you press the functions menu, the functions menu opens, and the full names are displayed.

**To select a function:**

- Tap the menu arrow to display the next function.
- Press on the menu to open it and then select from the menu.
- Use the 4-way Navigator button (top and bottom controls) on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) to scroll the menu, then tap. Press the top of the Navigator button to select the previous item on the menu. Press the bottom of the Navigator button to select the next item on the menu.

**Notes:**
When Notes (which is the last item on the functions menu), is selected and you press the bottom of the Navigator button, the next menu item that appears is Exposure (which is the first item on the functions menu).

When Exposure (which is the first item on the functions menu) is selected and then you press the top of the Navigator button, the menu item that appears is Notes (which is the last item on the functions menu).

**Tip:** You can use all functions with an image in the default display size or in a zoom display.
Exposure

Exposure refers to the amount of light to which the sensor cells in the Leaf digital camera back have been exposed. Using the same reference scale (that is, f-stops) as in traditional photography, the exposure functions enable you to access the exposure of your image using several different tools.

When you select **Exposure** from the functions menu, the Exposure functions are displayed in the functions area.

**Histogram**

The histogram is a graphical representation of the exposure data in a captured image. It displays the overall pixel distribution of the image. Use the histogram to view changes you make to the exposure and lighting of the scene. You can then make exposure or lighting adjustments, and view the adjustments in the image display and on the histogram itself. The shape of the histogram illustrates the key type or the tonal range of the image. It is a tool that you can use continually throughout your photo session, to verify that your shots are correctly exposed.

**Tips:**

Images with proper lighting contrast will normally be spread across the histogram from the lightest to the darkest areas.

If the histogram shows a lack of sufficient light, it is recommended to reshoot at a better exposure. Under-exposed images do not respond well to subsequent digital processing.

For detailed information about the histogram, see **Histogram** in the Capture toolbox - Advanced section of Chapter 5, Toolboxes, *Leaf Capture V8 User Guide*. 
Spot Sample

The spot sample is a valuable indicator of the relative exposure of a selected spot. The f-stop value of the spot is displayed under the spot sample.

To determine the exposure of a specific point on the image:

- Tap a point on the image in the image display area.
  
  At the selected point, a white spot appears on the image.
  
  The spot sample appears on the histogram. The spot sample’s position on the scale, indicates (in f-stops) the relative exposure of the spot to 18% gray (0 on the histogram scale).
  
  Each time you select a point, the position of the spot sample on the histogram, and the f-stop reading, change accordingly.

Tips:

If you require specific points in the captured image to include detail, they must be correctly exposed. By using the spot sample, you can verify into which exposure zone each point falls and ensure that you obtain the results you require.

The spot sample enables you to easily calculate the exposure ratio between the highlight and shadow areas of the image.

In digital photography, it is of key importance that highlight detail be correctly exposed. Select the brightest detail area and ensure that the spot sample is at approximately +2. For more information, see Show Under/Show Over, Chapter 5, Toolboxes, in the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.
Show Under/Show Over

Under-exposed or over-exposed areas may lack image detail and may not respond well to subsequent digital processing.

With the Show Under and Show Over icons, you can highlight the areas of an image that are under-exposed or over-exposed in the image display.

To highlight under-exposed and/or over-exposed areas:

- Tap the Show Under icon and/or the Show Over icon.

  The icon(s) appears on a white square background to indicate that it is activated.

  In the image display area, areas of the image that are over- and/or under-exposed are highlighted in blue.

  Note: There may be a short delay before highlighting appears on the image display.

To remove highlighting from the image:

- Tap the activated Show Under icon and/or the Show Over icon.

  The white square background is no longer displayed behind the icon(s).
  The highlighting is removed from the image display.

Under-exposure and Over-exposure Indicators

The under-exposure and over-exposure indicators, on the histogram scale, show the range between under-exposure and over-exposure.
Auto Meter

The Auto meter indicates the difference (in f-stops) between the ideal overall exposure for a standardly lit image and the actual image exposure indicated by the exposure indicator on the histogram. This information is helpful in determining whether or not the current image exposure levels are appropriate for the image you have captured.

The overall exposure of the image is represented by digits, with 0.0 indicating an even exposure, a negative number indicating an under-exposure and a positive number indicating an over-exposure.

For details about the exposure and exposure functions, see Exposure in the Capture toolbox sections of Toolboxes, Chapter 5, Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

The color of the Auto Meter box indicates the exposure range, as follows:

- **Green**—An ideal exposure
- **Orange**—A slightly over-exposed image (if the reading is greater than zero or a slightly under-exposed image if it is to the less than zero)
- **Red**—A poor exposure
Gray Balance (Gray)

With film, color bias in light source and film emulsion can be corrected using color correction filters. In digital capture, neutrality is achieved with the **Gray Balance** option, usually in combination with a neutral-colored surface in the scene.

When you select **Gray Balance** from the functions menu, the Gray Balance functions are displayed in the functions area.

The Gray Balance table box displays the Gray Balance table of the selected shoot setup. There are tables for different Leaf digital camera backs and for various types of lighting.

Image Neutral

**Neutral** option is used to balance the image prior to evaluating colors. This option reads the point that you choose in the image to be a neutral point (for example, an 18% gray card or another neutral point in the image) and automatically makes it neutral. The red, green, and blue values of this neutral point are identical.

The **Image Neutral** option is very useful for ensuring consistent, predictable results in your work. As you would use a gray card in analog photography or the white balance option on a video camera, use the **Image Neutral** option before you proceed with any further adjustments to the image.
To set a neutral point for an image:

1. Include a gray patch in the image, such as the one provided by Leaf or the Kodak Q14 grayscale. Position the patch in the center of your composition, making sure it receives light from the different light sources and is not in a shadow or highlight area. Instead of including a gray patch, you can use a gray component in the image.

2. Tap the Image Neutral button.

3. Tap a point on the gray patch or a gray color in one of the components of the image.

   The image neutral is set according to the values of this point. The neutral setting is retained with the image file and is available whenever the picture is open, unless you manually change it. The suffix .1 is added to the table name displayed in the Gray Balance table list.

Send to Shoot Setup

The Send to Shoot Setup option retains the current Gray Balance tables for subsequent shots.

To save the Gray Balance tables for the next shoot:

- After setting the Gray Balance for the image, tap the Send to Shoot Setup button.

   The Shoot Setup window is automatically updated.

For details about Gray Balance, see Gray Balance in the Capture toolbox sections of Toolboxes, Chapter 5, Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.
Develop Curve (Develop)

A develop curve is the digital equivalent of the analog film lab. Simple pre-defined curves offer a variety of developing processes, allowing you to control the results in the image and in its display. For example, you can “develop” an image with more or less contrast by using a digital “push and pull” type process.

When you select **Develop Curve (Develop)** from the functions menu, the Develop Curve box is displayed in the functions area.

The Develop Curve box displays the develop curve of the selected shoot setup.

Output Size

**Output Size** defines the dimensions of the output image.

When you select **Output Size** from the functions menu, the Output Size functions are displayed in the functions area.

The **Output Size** list contains Output Size tables that you can apply to an image.

When you select an output size, an Output Size frame appears on the image.
To reposition the frame:

- In the image display area, drag the white Output Size frame to the position you require.
  
  The suffix .1 is added to the name in the Output Size list.

Send to Shoot Setup

The Send to Shoot Setup option retains the current output size for subsequent shots.

To save the output size for a future shoot:

- After selecting the output size, tap the Send to Shoot Setup button.
  
  The Shoot Setup window is automatically updated.

For information about the Shoot Setup window in the Leaf DP-67 application, see Shoot Setup on page 68.

For details about Output Size, see Output Size in the Capture toolbox sections of Toolboxes, Chapter 5, Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

Notes

In the Notes function area, you can assign a mark and/or notes to an image.

When you select Notes from the functions menu, the Notes functions are displayed in the functions area.
Mark Buttons

You can toggle the Mark buttons to place a mark on or remove a mark from an image. The mark you assign to an image with the Mark buttons is saved with the image. The marks aid you in classifying images.

**Note:** In 1-View, marks are not displayed with an image but are indicated by pressed or unpressed Mark buttons in the Notes functions area.

The marks are:

- **Good**
- **No Good**

➢ To mark an image, tap a Mark button.

  The Mark button appears pressed in the Notes function area.

**Tips:** Marks can also be applied directly from the multi-views or List View. A mark appears alongside the image in these views. For more information, see View on page 64.

Marks that you assign to an image file also appear when you open the file in the Leaf Capture V8 application. For more information, see Marks, Chapter 2, Main Toolbar, Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

Notes Button

The notes button opens the Notes window, where you can enter information about an image. Notes that you attach to an image appear in the notes box in the Notes functions area.

**To attach a note to an image:**

1. Tap the notes button.

  The notes window and keyboard open.
2. Tap a note.

3. Tap Save.

The note is saved with the image and the Notes window closes. The note is displayed in the Notes box.

**Important**: Do not change file names.
File Management

In the display area, you can access a file management menu to copy, move, or delete an image file.

To open the file management menu:
- On the image, press and hold.

A ring of red circles appears and the menu opens.

To copy an image file:
1. Open the file management menu.
2. From the menu, select **Copy**.
   
The browser opens.

3. Select a destination.
4. Tap the **Select** button.
   
The image is copied and appears in the list in the selected destination.
To move an image file:
1. Open the file management menu.
2. Select Move from the menu.
   A message appears:
   Are you sure you want to move the selected item?
3. Tap Yes.
   The browser opens.
4. Select a destination.
5. Tap the Select button.
   The image is moved.

To delete an image file:
1. Open the file management menu.
2. Select Delete from the menu.
   A message asks you to confirm if you want to delete the image file.
3. Tap Yes to delete the image file.

Notes:
You can only delete a folder only if it is empty.
You can copy and move a file to the Leaf Digital Magazine disk.
Multi-views
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Introduction to the Multi-views

In the multi-views, you can view groups of four or nine images. The Notes functions, and the command and status bar, are common to both multi-views.

For more information about the Notes functions and command and status bar, see View on page 64.

Display Area

4-View

9-View
File Management

In the display area, you can access a file management menu to copy, move, or delete an image file, a group of images files, or a folder.

To open the menu:

- **For a single image**—In the gray area beside an image, press and hold.
  A ring of red circles appears and the menu opens.

- **For a group of images**—Press and drag, horizontally, then vertically to select the images. In the gray area beside any image, press and hold.
  A ring of red circles appears and the menu opens.

For more information about the file management menu, see *File Management* on page 37.

Functions Area

When images are displayed in 4-View or 9-View, the Notes functions and the folder location box are displayed in the functions area.

Mark Buttons

Marks appear beside images in the multi-views.
To mark an image:

- Tap the image, and then the Mark button.

  The mark appears next to the image in the image display area.

Notes:

If you select more than one marked image, and the images have different marks, the Mark button does not appear pressed.

If you select more than one marked image, and the images have the same marks, the Mark button appears pressed.

If you select a single marked image, the relevant Mark button appears pressed. If you change the mark, the newly selected Mark button appears pressed.

For more information about the Mark buttons, see Mark Buttons on page 35.

Notes Icon

For information about attaching a note to an image, see Notes Button on page 35.

Folder Location Box

The folder location box shows the location of the image that is currently displayed. This box only appears in the Notes function area of the multi-views.
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Introduction to List View

List View includes a list of files, Notes functions in the functions area, and the command and status bar. The List view is the same as the multi-views; List view, however, displays file names rather than images.

Display Area

- Select View> List to open a list of folders and files.
File Management

In the list area, you can access a file management menu to copy, move, or delete an image file, a group of images files, or a folder.

To open the menu:

- **For a single image file**—In the blue area, beside the selected image file, press and hold.
- **For a group of image files**—In the blue area between the selected image files, press and hold.

A ring of red circles appears and the menu opens.

**Note:** To select a group of image files, press and drag vertically in the blue area between the image file names.

For more information about the file management menu, see *File Management* on page 37.

Functions Area

In the List view, the *Notes* functions are displayed in the function area.

Mark Buttons

**To mark an image:**

1. Tap the file name.
   
   The name is highlighted

2. Tap a Mark button.

For more information about the Mark buttons, see *Notes* on page 34.

Notes Button

For information about attaching a note to an image, see *Notes Button* on page 35.
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File

Via the File menu, on the command and status bar, you can obtain basic information about the application version, open and delete image files, access the browser, recover and format the disk, specify serial or Bluetooth communication, and close the Leaf DP-67 application.

Open

You can open both files and folders via File>Open.

To open an image file:
1. Tap File>Open.
   The browser opens.
2. In the list, select the image you want to open.
3. Tap the Open button.
   The image opens in 1-View.

For information about View options, see View on page 61.

To open a folder:
1. Tap File>Open.
   The browser opens with the active folder open in the list display.
2. Select the folder you want to open.

3. Tap the **Select** button.

   The images in the folder open in the **9-View** image display.

For information about the **9-View** display, see **View** on page 61.

**Note:** The first time you select **File>Open** after starting the application, the shooting folder that is specified in the Shoot Setup dialog box opens automatically in the browser.

**Tip:** To open a folder in the list, you can also double-tap the folder name.
Delete

To delete a file or folder:

1. Tap File>Delete.

The browser opens.

2. Select the file or folder you want to delete.

Notes:
You can only delete a folder if it is empty.

3. Tap Delete.

A message appears:
Are you sure you want to delete the selected item?

4. Tap Yes.

The file or folder is removed from the list and deleted from the Leaf Digital Magazine.

Tip: You can also access Delete by pressing a file or folder name in the List-view, or an image in a multi-view. A ring of red circles appears and a menu opens from which you can select Copy, Move, or Delete.
DM Utility

You can recover or format a Leaf Digital Magazine disk via **File>DM Utility**.

**Recover**

If you have difficulties with a disk on the Leaf Digital Magazine or on the Macintosh computer (for example, if you connect the Leaf Digital Magazine to the Macintosh computer and one of the disks is not displayed), you can use the **Recover** function in the Leaf DP-67 application to recover the disk.

**To recover a disk:**

1. From the **File** menu, select **DM Utility>Recover**.
   
   The browser opens.

2. Select the disk you want to recover.

3. Tap the **Recover** button.
   
   A message appears.

   Do you want to recover the selected partition?

4. Tap **OK**.
   
   The disk is recovered.
Format

You must format each disk separately.

**Important:** When you format a disk, all the data on the disk is erased.

To format a disk:

1. From the **File** menu, select **DM Utility>Format**.

   The browser opens.

2. Select the disk you want to format.

3. Tap the **Format** button.

   A message appears:

   Formatting will erase all data on this disk. Do you want to continue?

4. Tap **OK**.

   **Note:** If you select a disk that contains the current shooting folder or if an image in the selected disk is open, a message appears:

   The shooting folder is on this disk. In order to format the disk, you must change the location of the shooting folder to another disk.
Transport

You can select either serial or Bluetooth communication via File>Transport.

Notes:
The factory default setting is Serial.

Setting Serial Communication
1. From the File menu, select Transport.

The Transport Communication dialog box opens.

2. Select Serial.
3. Tap the Set button.

The Leaf DP-67 application synchronizes.
Notes:
You can set Serial communication before or after the Leaf digital camera back is connected with the FireWire cable.

If you change the Transport Communication setting, the latest setting becomes the default. The default Transport communication setting is saved in the device.

Setting Bluetooth Communication
The Leaf Valeo digital camera back (the device) must be within ten meters of the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) in order for Bluetooth communication to be established.
1. From the File menu, select Transport.
   The Transport Communication dialog box opens.
2. Select Bluetooth.
3. Make sure that you turn on the Leaf Valeo digital camera back.
4. Tap the Set button.
   The Searching for devices message appears.
The My Leaf Valeo dialog box opens.

If you are using the Bluetooth device for the first time, the default device name(s) appears in the Device Name column and a red check mark appears in the New column. The check mark indicates that a device is new and is therefore not bonded.

5. From the Device Name list, select a device name.

6. Tap Next.

A dialog box opens.
The factory default device name appears in the **Enter Device Name** box.

7. If you want to change the device name, tap a new device name in the **Enter Device Name** box.

   **Tip:** Use a meaningful name that is easy to use and remember.

8. In the **PIN** (personal identification number) box, tap the factory default PIN (1234).

9. If you want to change the PIN, in the **New PIN** box, tap a PIN of your choice, and then confirm the new PIN in the **Confirm** box.

   **Note:** A PIN may only include digits and cannot exceed sixteen digits in length.

10. Tap **Finish**.

    The device is bonded and Bluetooth communication is established. The Leaf DP-67 **Synchronizing** message appears.
If you are not using the device for the first time:

The **New** column is blank for that device indicating that the device is already bonded.

1. Select the device you want to use.
2. If you want to change the device name or assign a new PIN to the device, tap **Next**.
   
   A dialog box opens. Follow the relevant procedures on page 56.
3. Tap **Finish**.

   The **Leaf DP-67 Synchronizing** message appears
If you want to delete a device name:

1. In the My Leaf Valeo dialog box, from the list, select the device you want to delete.
2. Tap the **Delete** button.

   The device is deleted from the list.

The next time you establish Bluetooth communication with this device, the factory default device name appears in the **Device Name** box. The PIN is the last PIN assigned to the device.

**Note:**

If a device is out of range (for example, to a distance greater than ten meters), established Bluetooth communication is broken. The Disconnect icon appears on the Command and Status bar. To reestablish communication, reenter the range and the Leaf DP-67 Synchronizing message appears indicating that communication is established.
About

You can read information about the application version and the connected Leaf digital camera back via File> About.

➢ From the File menu, select About>Leaf DP-67 Application to view information about the current Leaf DP-67 application version on the connected Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ).

![Leaf DP-67 Application](image)
➢ From the **File** menu, select **About>Leaf Valeo** to view information about the version of the connected Leaf digital camera back.

![Leaf Valeo Firmware](image)

**To close the window:**

➢ Tap **OK**.

**Close**

**Close** closes the application and takes you back to the home screen of the operating system.

➢ To return to the Leaf DP-67 application, in the **Start** menu, tap **Leaf DP-67**.

**Notes:**

The **Close** option is always available.

The last image that was captured is displayed when you reactivate the application.

**Tip:** You can also close the application by tapping the **Close** icon on the system bar. For more information, see **Close Icon** on page 22.
The **View** menu includes the following options:

- **1-View**—Default view. For more information, see *1-View* on page 20.
- **4-View**—For more information, see *Multi-views* on page 41.
- **9-View**—For more information, see *Multi-views* on page 41.
- **List**—For more information, see *List View* on page 43.

**To move from view to view:**

- Select another view from the **View** menu.

**Notes:**

If you are in a multi-view, and you select **1-View**, the red-framed image in the multi-view is displayed in 1-View. You can also double-tap the red-framed image to see it in **1-View**.

If you are in 1-View and you select a multi-view (**4-View** or **9-View**), the image that was displayed in 1-View appears within the red frame in the multi-view.

If you are in List View and you select **1-View**, the image file that is highlighted in the list is displayed in 1-View.
Prev/Next

With the **Prev/Next** buttons you can move back and forth between image files according to the order in which they are sorted in the folder or on a Leaf Digital Magazine disk. The **Prev/Next** buttons appear in all views.

To move between images or image groups:

- Tap the **Prev/Next** buttons.
- Use the 4-way Navigator button (left and right controls) on the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) as Prev/Next buttons.

For more information about scrolling with the Navigator button, see *Reviewing* on page 16.

In **1-View** and **List** view, **Prev/Next** displays the previous or next image according to the order in which the images are sorted in the folder or Leaf Digital Magazine disk.

In the multi-views, the red selection frame moves to the first image in the previous/next group of 4 or 9 images.

Sort

The **Sort** function sorts images in the selected view. The **Sort** options are: **Sort by Name**, **Sort By Date**, and **Sort by Mark**.
Show

In the multi-views, you can display images according to the mark assigned to them. The **Show** options are:

- **all**—Shows all images regardless marks.
- ✔️—All images marked as **Good** are displayed in the selected view with the **Good** mark.
- ✗—All images marked as **No Good**, are displayed in the selected View, with the **No Good** mark.

**Note:** In 1-View, a selected mark is only indicated by a pressed Mark button.

For more information about marking an image, see *Notes* on page 34.

Disk and Batteries

The Disk and Batteries icon opens the Leaf Digital Magazine Disk & Battery Status window.

![Leaf Digital Magazine Disk & Battery Status](image-url)
Leaf Digital Magazine Disk and Battery Status

- **Remaining Exposures**—The remaining number of exposures that can be stored on the Leaf Digital Magazine. When there are less than a total of 20 exposures in the Leaf Digital Magazine disks, the number of exposures appears in red as a warning. There is a warning beep when the disk is full.

- **Remaining Power**—The remaining power in the Leaf Digital Magazine batteries.

Each section of the Remaining Power status bar represents approximately 25% of the batteries' capacity, according to the following indications:

4 sections shaded: Fully charged

3 sections shaded: 75% charged

2 sections shaded: 50% charged

1 section shaded: 25% charged

When the remaining power reaches a low level (approximately 25%, depending on the camera being used), a warning beep is emitted, the Leaf Digital Magazine Disk and Battery Status window opens, and the one shaded section of the battery icon appears red.

When the remaining power reaches the lowest possible level at which the system can operate, a warning beep is emitted and the system shuts off.
DP-67 Battery

- **Remaining Power**—The remaining power in the Leaf DP-67 battery. The percentage displayed is the battery power remaining.

Each section of the Remaining Power status bar represents approximately 25% of the battery’s capacity, according to the following indications:

- **4 sections shaded**: Fully charged
- **3 sections shaded**: 75% charged
- **2 sections shaded**: 50% charged
- **1 section shaded**: 25% charged

**Important:**

It is recommended that you charge the battery when the low remaining power warning appears. Do not wait until the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) turns off due to lack of battery power.

The amount of remaining power shown in the **DP-67 Battery** section only applies to the internal battery of the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). When you use an external battery, the **DP-67 Battery** section indicates that there is no power remaining (0%). Ignore this indication.

**To open the Leaf Digital Magazine Disk and Battery Status window:**
- On the command and status bar, tap the Disk and Batteries icon.

**To close the Leaf Digital Magazine Disk and Battery Status window:**
- Tap the window.

### Shoot Setup

The Shoot Setup window contains all tables and parameters for the next shoot.

For more information about Shoot Setup and tables in the Shoot Setup window, see Chapter 3, *Shoot Setup*, page 74, in the *Leaf Capture V8 User Guide*.

**To open the Shoot Setup window:**
- Tap the **Shoot Setup** icon on the command and status bar.

The Shoot Setup window opens.
## Shoot Setup

### Setup Name

The Setup Name is the name of the shoot setup currently displayed in the Shoot Setup window.

You can select a shoot setup in the **Setup Name** list. The shoot setup you select is applied to the next capture.

**Note:** When you change a table or other component of a shoot setup, the shoot setup name appears in the list with the suffix `.1`.

### OK

- Tap **OK** in the Shoot Setup window to apply the shoot setup to the next capture and close the Shoot Setup window.

**Note:** After you tap **OK** it may take a few seconds for the shoot setup to be updated.

### Cancel

- Tap **Cancel** to cancel any changes to the shoot setup and close the Shoot Setup window.
Prefix

The file name prefix proceeds the number automatically assigned to a captured image. The automatically assigned number indicates an image's position within the sequence of images captured. The default prefix is L. You can assign a different prefix by tapping a new prefix in the Prefix box.

A prefix can be a maximum of 5 characters within the 8 character file name. The number of digits in the file name is determined by the length of the prefix.

If the number of images with the same prefix exceeds the maximum number of digits available after the prefix, a new folder is opened and numbering starts again at 1. For example, if you are using a 5 character prefix, and there are currently 999 images in the folder, the 1000th image with the same prefix is placed in a new folder and named XXXXX001).

If the prefix you use is already assigned to images in the same folder, the number given to the file follows consecutively from the highest file number in the folder.

To add a prefix:

1. Tap inside the Prefix box.
   
   The iPAQ keyboard automatically appears.

2. Tap a new prefix.

Note: If you leave the Prefix box empty, you are not able to shoot. A message appears informing you that you need to use a prefix.

Shooting Folder

In the Shooting Folder box, browse to select a folder in which to store captures on the Leaf Digital Magazine or create a new folder.

The last image in the selected folder is displayed in the image display area.

Gray Balance

The Gray Balance list includes Gray Balance tables available from the shoot setups on the Leaf Digital Magazine.

Develop Curve

The Develop Curve list contains Develop Curves available from the shoot setups on the Leaf Digital Magazine.
Output Size

The **Output Size** list contains the output sizes available in the Leaf Digital Magazine.

Sharp Table

The **Sharp Table** list includes several types of tables. Select the table that most suitable to the type of image you want to capture. For example, a sharp table suitable for portrait photography is **Valeo 22 Portrait**.

For more information about Sharp tables, see *Sharpness*, Chapter 5, Toolboxes, in the *Leaf Capture V8 User Guide*.

Process Type

**Standard** is displayed in the **Process Type** box.

Color Management and Profiles

**Disable ICC Color Management** check box—The **Disable ICC Color Management** check box enables you to disable or enable ICC Color Management for input and output profiles.

To disable ICC Color Management:

➢ Select the **Disable ICC Color Management** check box.

**Notes:**

The **Input Profile** and **Output Profile** boxes are unavailable if the **Disable ICC Color Management** check box is selected.

To enable Color Management:

➢ Tap the **Disable ICC Color Management** check box to clear the check box.

You can now select an input or output profile.

For more information about the disabling ICC profiles, see *Introduction*, Chapter 1 and *Color Tab* in Chapter 3 of the *Leaf Capture V8 User Guide*.

**Input Profile**—The Input Profile relates to the profile of the camera back you are using. Each Leaf digital camera back has suitable profiles with specific characteristics. Factory Input Profiles are recognizable according to the components of their name, such as **NS** (normal saturation), **LS** (low saturation), and **W** (warm). Select an Input Profile that characterizes your
Leaf digital camera back type, lighting, and preferred color effect. Selecting an Input Profile is similar to selecting a film type in analog photography. All of the Input Profiles listed are profiles produced by Leaf.

To select an Input Profile:
- Select an Input Profile from the Input Profile list.
  The Input Profile appears in the Input Profile box.

Output Profile—The Output Profile section relates to the Output Profiles or RGB Working Space of the image. Select an Output Profile according to the requirements of the destination or output application.

To select an Output Profile:
- Select an Output Profile from the Output Profile list.
  The Output Profile appears in the Output Profile box.

For more information about Input Profiles and Output Profiles, see the Color Tab section of the Main Menu chapter in the Leaf Capture V8 User Guide.

ISO Rating
There are several ISO ratings available in the list. The selected ISO rating is used for all subsequent shots.

Camera Type
A list of camera types that are compatible with the digital camera back is automatically displayed.
- From the Camera Type list, select the camera type you are using.

Note: To select a table in the Shoot Setup window, tap the arrow to open a list, then tap a table name.

Connect and Disconnect
The green Connect icon indicates that the Leaf digital camera back is properly connected to the Leaf Digital Magazine and that the system is ready for capturing. It also indicates that the Leaf digital camera back and the Leaf DP-67 application are synchronized.
The red Connect icon indicates that information is being transferred to a disk on the Leaf Digital Magazine and that you should not disconnect the Leaf digital camera back from the Leaf Digital Magazine.

**Important:**

If the Connect icon is red, do not disconnect the FireWire cable from the Leaf digital camera back. If you disconnect while the icon is red, there is a risk that not all images on the Leaf Digital Magazine will be transferred from the Leaf digital camera back to the Leaf Digital Magazine. During a rapid shoot, the connect icon may often appear red.

If you mark many images in rapid succession, the Connect icon turns red until the mark information on the iPAQ and on the Leaf Digital Magazine is the same.

The Disconnect icon indicates that the Leaf digital camera back is disconnected from the Leaf Digital Magazine.

If you are using Bluetooth communication, the Disconnect icon indicates that the device (the Leaf Valeo digital camera back) is out of range of the Leaf DP-67 iPAQ.

**Notes:**

When the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) is not connected, the image files are named `.jpeg`.

When the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ) is connected and the system is ready for use, the image files are named `.mos`. 
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Beeps

Beeps serve as status indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beep Description</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 short, ascending beep</td>
<td>Leaf Portable system is ready for the next shot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence of short beeps</td>
<td>The Leaf Digital Magazine has 25% battery power or less remaining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 long beep</td>
<td>Warning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible reasons:

- Error in back
- Arrange for Portable was not set up correctly to suit the camera you are using
- Full Leaf Digital Magazine
- Insufficient battery power
# Indicator Lights

## Exterior Indicator Light

When the Leaf Valeo digital camera back is connected to the Leaf Digital Magazine and turned on, the Leaf digital camera back's exterior indicator light illuminates to indicate the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Light (LEDs)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>steady</td>
<td>Not ready.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Possible reasons:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Error in back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Busy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- insufficient battery power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- full Leaf Digital Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flashing</td>
<td>Not ready. Temporarily busy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Possible reasons:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Internal memory is full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Calibrating back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Processing long exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>steady</td>
<td>Ready to shoot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flashing</td>
<td>Ready to shoot but busy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Possible reasons:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Image being transferred to host computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Processing image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Important:** Do not turn off the Leaf Digital Magazine or disconnect the FireWire cables when the indicator light is flashing green or you may lose some of the images that you captured.
Auxiliary Port Indicator Lights

The indicator lights inside the auxiliary port of a Leaf Valeo Wi digital camera back indicate the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Light (LEDs) Description</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| orange flashing                   | Bluetooth communication not ready. In standby mode.  
**Reason:** Bluetooth communication is on but connection is not yet established with Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). |
| green flashing                    | Bluetooth communication ready. Bluetooth communication is established between the Leaf digital camera back and the Leaf DP-67 (iPAQ). The two devices are bonded. |
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